Introduction
The internal inductance l i is a measure of the steepness of the plasma current profile and is one of the fundamental parameters in tokamak operation. Since the plasma performance depends strongly on l i [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , the latter should be well controlled in order to achieve good confinement. For example, it has been found that H-mode confinement in the DIII-D tokamak improves as l i increases [2] . On the other hand, the lowl i scenario is more advantageous for long-pulse high-performance operation of fusion devices. Lower l i corresponds to broader core-plasma current profile, which can avoid the low-n internal kink and neoclassical tearing instabilities. Moreover, confinement degradation resulting from the decrease of l i can be fully compensated by the accompanying internal transport barrier [6] . In addition, in the low-l i regime the minimum safety factor q min can be significantly increased, which promotes control of instabilities, enhancement of the bootstrap current [7] , and thus long-pulse operation. With stabilization of the wall region, the ideal magneto hydrodynamic (MHD) β limit [8] can also be significantly exceeded [9, 10] .
Long-pulse high-performance operation is one of the goals [11] [12] [13] of the EAST tokamak. Different approaches of low-l i operation, like increasing the plasma density, off-axis heating, etc, have been developed and investigated. Another approach for realizing the low-l i scenario is to make use of the relations between l i and the controllable plasma parameters, such as the equilibrium magnetic field and plasma parameters, the heating power, etc. In EAST, special attentions have been paid to the plasma shape configuration parameters. The plasma shape mainly depends on plasma current distribution and external poloidal coils. Experiments showed that there may exist definite relations between these parameters and l i Our aim here is to clarify these relations. In section 2, the relationships of lower-hybrid wave (LHW) power proportion versus l i and n e versus l i are described, which are used in low-l i operation. In section 3 we investigate the relations between l i and several main plasma configuration parameters, and analyze the possible cause of the dependence of the radial distance R d sep between the primary and secondary X-point surfaces on the outer mid-plane on l .
i In section 4 we summarize the results and introduce further simulation plan.
2. Relations of LHW power proportion versus l i and n e versus l i First, as low-l i operation approaches, the relations of LHW power proportion versus l i and n e versus l i are analyzed to prove the effects of density and LHW on l .
i Here the internal inductance is defined as
2 where B p is the poloidal magnetic field, V is the plasma volume, and B pa is the averaged B p along the last closed flux surface (LCFS), which is calculated by the EFIT code [14, 15] . LHW power proportion is defined by P P ,
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Total where P LHCD is the total absorbed LHW power and P Total is the total absorbed power (including NBI). Over 200 upper singular H-mode shots, in which MHD stored energy over 120 kJ, are chosen for the statistical analysis. These shots have various plasma configuration parameters and heating power, heated mainly by LHW and NBI simultaneously. Figure 1(a) shows the relation between l i and n .
e We see that l i decreases with increasing n .
e This can be expected since larger plasma density can cause the LHW-driven current to become off-axis [16] and thereby decrease l .
i On the other hand, large n e usually corresponds higher density pedestal [17] , which can provide more bootstrap current, leading to lower l .
i So increasing plasma density is an effective method for low-l i operation. Figure 1(b) shows l i increases with increasing LHW power proportion. The main reason is that the current driven by LHW is concentrated in the core-plasma. Larger LHW power proportion corresponds larger core-current proportion and higher l .
i These two methods are often invoked for low-l i operation. To achieve even better low-l i operation, attention should also be paid to the plasma configuration parameters, as discussed in the following section.
Relation between the internal inductance and the plasma configuration parameters
From the same shots used above, we have investigated the relation between the internal inductance l i and the main plasma configuration parameters (defined using the dimensions shown in figure 2) , namely the elongation, upper triangularity s = d a,
sep,U where R sep,L and R sep,U are the radii of the outer lower and upper separatrix, respectively, at the mid-plane. All these parameters are calculated by the EFIT code and are sampled from the stable states with 500 ms time-averaged window. As shown in figure 3 , l i depends strongly on the elongation and (especially) R d . sep In particular, l i tends to decrease as R d sep increases. No clear relation is found between l i and the lower and the upper triangularity. As a measure of the degree of correlation, the Pearson correlation coefficients and the significance (in parentheses) of these parameters are given in table 1. If the significance of two parameters is smaller than 0.01, it indicates that the correlation between them is significant. We see that the Pearson coefficient for and l i is high to −0.728, and that for elongation and l i is −0.547, indicating R d sep and elongation are strongly correlated with l . i The coefficients for the upper and lower triangularity versus l i are low to 0.181 and 0.286, respectively, indicating weak correlation.
In this paper, the mechanism of the relation between l i and R d sep is carefully analyzed. The relationships of other parameters need further investigations. For graphical clarity, figure 3 excludes the data for shots of MHD stored energy less than 120 kJ H-mode, the L-mode, etc. In fact, for all these other shots the results are similar to that presented in figure 3 . For example, figure 4 figure 3(a) . In order to see the underlying mechanism of the observed relation, further investigations have been performed. As shown above, the internal inductance is given by 
red dots) and low-W MHD (<90 kJ, green dots, mainly constituted of L-mode shots) discharges. which can partly explain the observed relationship. The plasma current distribution can also be affected by R d . sep In fact, in some of the shots we have detected increase of fast electrons in the plasma edge. The shot #62331 was an L-mode shot heated solely by LHWs at = P 2.3 MW.
LHW
The slow variation of R d sep is induced by the external poloidal coil current. As shown in figure 7 , as R d sep increases, l i gradually decreases correspondingly. In the meantime, the plasma density remains almost unchanged. Hard x-ray emission diagnostic is utilized to figure out the physics in the process. Hard x-ray emission measures the enhanced fast electron bremsstrahlung, which is the key mechanism of LHW heating plasma and driving current. Figure 7(d) shows the enhanced fast electron bremsstrahlung profile measured by hard x-ray emission chords. These chords cover the whole plasma, labeled as edge chords and core chords. As shown in figure 7(d) , the x-ray enhancement in the edge is significantly larger than that in the core. This fact illustrates that as R d sep increases, the fast electron distribution shifts towards the plasma edge, which leads to current enhancement in the edge region. That is, apart from the LCFS, the LHW-driven current, which can directly affect l , i is also affected by R d . sep We note that the global plasma shape remains almost unchanged during the process.
Summary and discussion
In this paper, the effects of LHW power proportion and plasma density n e on the internal inductance l i are reviewed using results from the EAST tokamak. The relations between l i and the main plasma configuration parameters, namely the upper triangularity, lower triangularity, elongation and R On the other hand, specific simulations are under process to study the relationships of these parameters, which can provide much more detailed analysis and a global insight of the mechanisms. Energy deposition and current evolution can be easily accessed, and the effects of divertors will also be included, which are hard to be studied in recent experiments for lack of experiment data and diagnostics. 
